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Manufacturing & Industrial

South Okanagan Events Centre, Penticton, BC

Just as today’s manufacturing technologies are undergoing dramatic
changes, so are today’s manufacturing buildings. Metal building systems
from American Buildings Company can precisely meet all of your functional
and appearance requirements at the lowest possible initial and life cycle
costs.
ABC’s computer technology provides custom-tailored building design
solutions quickly, offering complete flexibility of layout and workflow. ABC’s
building systems let you incorporate cranes and other heavy equipment
as required in most manufacturing and industrial applications. They can
provide long clear spans, mezzanines and other features. They also allow
for fast, economical future expansion.
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For really large or unusual structural requirements, American’s
unique Heavy Fabrication capability can combine the strength of
conventional steel with the economy of systems construction for the
perfect solution.
ABC’s buildings offer maximum weathertightness and can be
backed by a strong 25-year roof warranty. Buildings are available
with Silicone-Polyester COOL™ finish or SmartKote® panels.
Both feature durable finishes that resist fading, extend the life of
the structure and lower your energy costs. SP-COOL™ panels
are available in 8 colors and feature a 25-year finish warranty.
SmartKote® panels are available in a wide range of colors and can
be warranted for 35 years.
As one of the leaders in the industry, ABC is represented by
a network of Authorized Builders. They’re top-quality, highly
experienced Builders who can take single source responsibility for
project success.
Today there’s a great new approach to building outstanding
manufacturing facilities. For further information, log onto www.
americanbuildings.com or call us.
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